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Neurofeedback as
neuroempowerment technique
for affective regulation and
interoceptive awareness in
adolescence: preliminary
considerations applied to a
psychogenic pseudosyncope case
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Revisions of classical models of acute stress response spectrum and defence
cascade process might represent a valuable background for the interpretation of
the link between affective reactions, traumatic experiences, and Psychogenic
pseudosyncope (PPS) events in childhood and across the lifespan. Indeed,
associations between subjective emotional life, early exposure to distressing
and/or traumatic events, and PPS have fuelled a debate on potential causes of
occurrence and recurrence of such a peculiar clinical manifestation. At the
same time, such background suggests that empowering stress management and
affective regulation skills could be the target for neurorehabilitation interventions
aiming at reducing the severity of symptomatology and/or improving awareness
and management of pseudosyncopal spells. Specifically, neuro/biofeedback-
based empowerment of self-regulation skills, associated to an increased
interoceptive increased awareness, could be a promising complement to
classical psychological therapies. Starting from the presentation of a paediatric
PPS clinical case, the present work discusses the relevance of assessing affective
appraisal and autonomic reactivity in individuals suffering from PPS episodes and
introduces a novel potential neuroempowerment protocol aimed at improving
self-regulation and stress management skills in adolescence based on a
combined neurofeedback and embodied-awareness intervention. By capitalizing
available evidence of the effects of neuromodulation and embodied practices
on self-awareness/regulation across the life-span, the proposed protocol is
based on neurofeedback-supported affective management training, as well as
both contemplative and informal awareness exercises devised to be appealing
and challenging even for younger patients.
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1. Introduction

Besides connoting adolescence as a critical developmental stage

in the lifespan, the complex interaction between psychological

evolution, main hormonal and physical changes, and both

structural and functional neural development (1–3) also

represents the unstable background in which many self-definition

and self-determination processes delve their roots. During such

period, identity, as well as self-awareness, metacognition, and

executive control skills are challenged and, ultimately, mature

(1, 2). While such a process holds the notable potential of

flourishing and personal growth, its challenging and changeable

nature also make the period of transition from childhood to

adulthood peculiarly vulnerable. Adolescence is, indeed,

associated with increased risk taking and dysfunctional

behaviours (3, 4) and—it being the period when many

psychopathological conditions set place and occurs (5, 6), or

makes themselves evident—is deemed to be determinant for

mental and physical wellbeing or distress later in life.

A primary and disruptive role in defining atypical vs. typical

developmental trajectories is played by the exposure to distressing

and/or traumatic events during such vulnerable period or during

childhood, with subsequent exacerbation of the clinical sequelae

of those negative events. Exposure to trauma in the early and mid

steps of the lifespan can, indeed, have a pervasive impact on

psychological, physical, and neural development, with a wide and

robust evidence base highlighting its implication in far-ranging

psychopathology, including depression, anxiety, suicide attempts,

psychosis, substance use disorders, personality disorders, and self-

regulatory disorders (7–9). Moreover, distressing/traumatic events

have been associated to alterations in the development of brain

structure and function, diminished cognitive functioning,

dysfunctional control of behaviour, reduced ability to focus and

sustain attention, impulsivity, and problems in interpersonal

relationships and academic performance (10–14).

According to recent literature reviews, a further transdiagnostic

features of atypical developmental trajectories might be the

compound impairment of interoceptive sensitivity/awareness,

dysregulation of physiological homeostasis and stress responses,

and altered affective regulation (15–17). As an example, Zamariola

and colleagues (18) have pointed out the strict relationship

between interoceptive skills and affective regulation. According to

the authors, people who have strong interoceptive abilities are

better able to regulate their emotions. On the other hand,

interoception influences emotion especially when physiological

arousal is abnormal and differences between anticipated and

experienced interoceptive signals may cause anxiety (19–21).

More specifically, the link between the ability to effectively

process internal sensations and focus on internal states and

proficiency in controlling behaviour and self-regulation has been

stressed, with alterations in interoceptive awareness being

associated with health conditions (22–24), depression (25),

anxiety (19), eating disorders (26), and alexithymia (27). Also, it

is here relevant to note that awareness for inner states and

interoceptive signals was shown to play a relevant role in higher-
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order cognition, including learning and decision making (28), as

well as processing, regulation, and memory of emotional stimuli

(29, 30), ultimately influencing the development of relational and

affective regulation ability (31). Affective regulation—understood

as the ability to manage and modulate one’s own emotional

responses—represents itself a critical life skill, since it enables

adaptation and flexibility of responses in emotionally-laden

situations, and evolves across the lifespan (32). While in

childhood, emotions are frequently expressed and managed with

external support, during adolescence parental support is less

valued and sought-for, yet adaptive internal emotion regulation is

still limitedly efficient (33). Finally, in adulthood, internal

regulatory strategies settle and become more and more efficient

in management of affective experience (34).
2. Neurofeedback and neurocognitive
enhancement of affective regulation

When facing affective regulation as a potential target for

neurorehabilitation protocols, a first main challenge is posed by

the complex interplay between conscious and unconscious

processes that shapes the regulation of emotions and affects (35).

The series of information-processing steps and the outcome of

affective regulation are, indeed, built upon both subjective

reflexive experience and conscious mechanisms—which modulate

appraisal of the eliciting emotional stimulus and ongoing

monitoring of subjective experience—and unaware automatic

reactions and implicit information processing—which lead to

basic approach-avoidance drives, physiological reactions (mainly

interoceptive), and activation of automated response schemata to

eliciting situation. Personal proficiency in orienting attention to

such implicit processes and awareness of those automatic

reactions and uncontrolled affective responses may foster the

ability to de-automatize dysfunctional response patterns, and

promote self-monitoring and regulation skills. Interventions

aimed at empowering that type of awareness and modulation of

own internal states and automatic reactions may then help to

recover altered affective and self-regulation skills, as well as the

ability to face negative or disruptive emotions in critical

situations. Training those abilities might, in turn, prevent or limit

the occurrence of unwanted uncontrolled pathological

manifestations, such as disturbing thoughts and feelings, mental

or physical distress bursts, externalizing or internalizing reaction

symptoms, as well as functional neurologic symptom (e.g.,

psychogenic non-epileptic seizures, psychogenic pseudosyncope).

Entering the domain of neurocognitive enhancement (36), the

therapeutic goal of reducing such pathological manifestations by

improving latent affective regulation skills can be specifically pursued

by combining traditional cognitive and behavioural techniques (e.g.,

visualization and embodied practices) with complementary

psychophysiological intervention techniques (e.g., non-invasive brain

stimulation or bio/neurofeedback (37, 38). Such combination is

expected to make quicker and/or more effective the course of

personalized rehabilitation, functional re-education or skills training.
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Among psychophysiological techniques used to promote brain

plasticity during neurocognitive enhancement and

neurorehabilitation interventions, we propose that neurofeedback

should be considered a quite promising one even when

adolescents are the target of the intervention. Going down to

specifics, neurofeedback is an applied psychophysiological

technique which, by including the practitioner in a virtuous

circle of implicit learning, primarily aims at:

(i) capturing and real-time monitoring the central physiological

modifications (typically, electrophysiological activity) that

accompany some mental states (such as distraction with

respect to focused attention, or a state of excessive activation

due to a dysfunctional management of the stress response);

(ii) strengthening the ability to become aware of such modifications;

(iii) and improving the ability to exercise intentional control over

those mental states through the development of individual

strategies and trough training of emotional self-regulation,

attention regulation, and executive control skills.

Individual strategies are specifically developed to interrupt

unwanted automatic reactions (such as a reaction of rejection

and, then, black-out due to increased affective arousal in a

specific situation) or lower their intensity or effect, and are

created and strengthened during neurofeedback practice.

The neurofeedback technique pursues that threefold objective by,

at first, accurately measuring one or more biosignals, understood as

measurable physiological signals that mirror the fluctuation of the

activity of a neural network or system. Such signals are, then,

processed in real time via predetermined data processing pipelines

and automated classifiers. Finally, the quantification of biosignal

modulations is translated into easy-to-understand feedbacks (mostly

visual and/or acoustic) that are presented to the practicers via

dedicated software. Those feedbacks generally consist of sounds that

change in intensity and/or tone, animated graphs that change

according to physiological activations, moving animations or

videogames that adapts and responds to changes in bodily activity.

Going down to specifics, the feedbacks provided by the software

managing the neurofeedback system (them being simple graphs,

tones or other acoustic stimuli, or even complex animations/games)

are typically devised to linearly mirror the modulation of a targeted

biosignal (e.g., the power of alpha oscillations, the a relative power of

theta oscillations with respect to alpha, the coherence of alpha

activity over lateralized prefrontal regions), so that any

electrophysiological is recorded and used to modulate rewards and

punishments that foster implicit learning. In addition, it is worth

noting that thresholds for proving rewarding and/or punishing

feedbacks can be both set manually and actively controlled by the

trainer, or set to be automatically managed by the software, which,

in such cases, would autonomously adapt them to keep a constant

reward rate depending on the actual real-time practicer’s performance.

The intrinsic advantage of this technique consists in the degree of

active involvement and agentive commitment required to the trainee

in order for the technique to fully express its potential. The

enhancement of cognitive-affective abilities and related neuroplastic

changes that are pursued by practice are, indeed, reached by

training the sensitivity of monitoring and active control of the
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neurofunctional substrate of those trained abilities. To reach such

goal, neurofeedback requires the intentional commitment and active

involvement of the practitioner, as well as a minimal degree of

metacognitive and self-reflection skills. Those operational aspects of

the neurofeedback technique become particularly valuable when

focusing on adolescents as targets of the intervention. They might,

indeed, foster self-efficacy while taking advantage of the intrinsic

drive towards self-determination and expression of an actual

agentive role that connote such period of life.

Neurofeedback systems thus provide practicers with real-time

information on the modulation of their physiological activation

states or their neurofunctional activity at rest or during the execution

of a task. Audio-visual feedbacks act as the fuel for implicit learning

processes and for consolidation of individual strategies developed to

try and control those states and those physiological correlates of self-

regulation processes. By exploiting the principles of operant

conditioning, in fact, the neurofeedback systems return positive (i.e.,

reinforcements) and negative (i.e., punishments) feedback on the

progress of mental training to the practicer, thus giving him/her the

opportunity to directly evaluate the effect of their own efforts and

gain awareness even on that self-enhancement process. The virtuous

cycle created by neurofeedback systems is thus made up of four

main interdependent elements, namely

(i) the central physiological modifications associated with a task

(e.g. progressive modulation of alpha power during an

interoceptive attentiveness or relaxation task),

(ii) the presence of an external feedback provided by the system

(e.g. the modulation of an acoustic feedback mirroring those

central physiological modifications),

(iii) an implicit associative learning process (i.e. the pre-reflexive

process of associating external feedbacks to physiological

modulations, and then implicitly using such knowledge to

try and regulate physiological activity using the external

feedback as a cue),

(iv) and the consequent consolidation of trained cognitive or

affective regulation functions (i.e. the transfer of such

implicitly learned skills to aware control, so to define and

strengthen individual strategies to actively monitor and

regulate cognitive-affective processes),

which animate and consolidate the empowerment process towards

greater self-awareness and greater self-regulation skills.

Relevant to the application of the neurofeedback technique for

enhancement and rehabilitation of affective regulation, it has been

suggested that the specific potential of such a technique to make

even minimal modifications of the neurofunctional correlates of

trained mental processes easily perceptible may contribute to the

learning process and maintenance of training effects (35, 39).

According to models of implicit learning (35, 40), gradual and

self-paced unveiling of pieces of information that would

otherwise remain inaccessible to the conscience can, indeed,

promote greater awareness and a greater sense of agency in

learning, growth, and empowerment paths, thus fostering the

efficacy of such processes of personal change. That because

practitioners are directly involved, with the support of the

trainer, in the metacognitive process of finding and consolidating
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personal strategies to consciously note and intentionally modify

their levels of neurophysiological activation, e.g., using specific

visualizations, self-talk, or relaxation/focusing exercises to down-

regulate maladaptive stress responses, up-regulate executive

control activity, or disengage from dysfunctionally salient stimuli.

Technically speaking, in neurofeedback protocols, one or two

sensors are typically used to collect information on the

electrophysiological correlates of cognitive activity and return this

information to the practitioner. The recording system amplifies

and transfers the biosignals detected by the sensors to a software,

which finally converts collected pieces of information into simple

positive or negative feedback or, as is the case in the most recent

devices, uses them to control videogames designed to train

specific functions—such as focused or sustained attention skills,

adaptive relaxation, or up/downregulation of emotion processing

systems (for further technical and methodological information,

see (39, 41, 42). The duration of the training varies according to

its goals (e.g., enhancing control over emotional reactions or

increasing the relaxation and stress management skills) and

according to the resources of the practitioner, but the typical

session lasts about 45–60 min including 20-to-40 min of actual

practice with the device. In addition, the importance of

customizing activities and calibrating the systems for detecting

and providing personalized feedbacks to the individual

practitioner is now widely recognized. Neurofeedback protocols

must, therefore, always be preceded by psychological and

psychophysiological assessment sessions aimed at defining a

complete and reliable picture of the physiological characteristics

—as well as of the strengths and weaknesses of the psychological

and cognitive-affective profile—of the person who will be

involved in the training, sketching his/her subjective starting

point. Such peculiar attention towards assessment and

personalization of interventions becomes particularly important

when planning to use the technique to enhance affective

regulation skill and when working with still developing users.

Indeed, in those cases there is often no unique organic or

functional deficit (e.g., a cognitive deficit due to lesion of the

anterior regions of the cerebral cortex) that can clearly guide the

design of an intervention protocol. And again, in such cases the

aims of the intervention protocol must be contextualized with

respect to the profile of individual skills and weaknesses, keeping

in mind the variability and potential evolution of personal skills

within and between persons that are going through the changing

valley of adolescence and whose developmental trajectories may

have been marked by early distressing or traumatic events.
3. Psychogenic pseudosyncope as an
exemplifying case

Trying to cross the bridge between methodological discussion

and actual practice, we will now briefly present a case of suspect

functional neurological symptom disorder—namely, psychogenic

pseudosyncope—in early adolescence, as the starting point to

define an exemplifying neurofeedback-based intervention protocol.
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A, a 13-year-old female, was reported to the cardiology unit of

her local hospital after having presented a remarkable increase of

pre-syncopal and syncopal events over a short period. Anamnestic

data collection highlighted that the primary triggers of A’s

syncopal events were light head concussions, pain, heat, and

affective experiences (social stress and strong emotion reactions).

All episodes occurred in the presence of witnesses, in social

contexts and mostly at school. In none of them, the suspected

syncopal event led to contusion or physical trauma from the fall.

No evidence for actual loss of movement control or consciousness,

nor for post-ictal confusion or drowsiness, was provided. ECG

monitoring during the events highlighted normal cardiac

responses and mild tachycardia. Following specialist clinical and

instrumental examinations, A’s clinical picture has been attributed

to a form of suspected psychogenic pseudosyncope (PPS).

Both clinical observations and cohort studies highlighted that

PPS and medically unexplained syncopal events are often

associated to distressing situations and emotional triggers (43–

46). Consistently, it was reported that individuals suffering from

PPS episodes typically present dysfunctional affective regulation

skills (especially when facing negatively-valenced events) and

autonomic dysregulation in the sympathetic component (43, 47,

48). Evidence from psychiatry suggests that most cases of PPS

represent a conversion disorder (49) and it has been suggested

that exposure to traumatic events, overwhelming distress, and

adverse early life experiences might act—just as they do in case

of other psychogenic disorders—as predisposing factors for the

development of syncopal and pseudosyncopal events during

childhood or later in life (43, 50, 51).

An alteration of psychophysiological responsiveness to emotional

stimuli was observed even in A during standardized

psychophysiological assessment (52). Namely, A showed heightened

autonomic reactivity when presented with emotion-laden visual

stimuli (especially negative-valenced ones), paired with heightened

levels of anxiety and depressive symptomatology, heightened

sensitivity to positive rewards, and restrained self-perception of

arousal when presented with positive high-arousal images.

Based on that emerging psychophysiological profile,

empowering aware affective regulation skills and enhancing

neurofunctional structures supporting regulation of emotion and

psychophysiological reactions could be deemed a primary

intervention target. Available literature on neurofeedback

interventions on affective regulation mainly grounds on the dual

prefrontal system model of emotion processing (53–56), which

posits the existence of separate systems involving left and right

prefrontal structures, respectively supporting positive affects or

approach drives and negative affects or avoidance drives.

Specifically, the profile of anxiety/depression, enhanced sensitivity

to rewards, and altered affective experiences is consistent with a

potential imbalance towards left vs. right prefrontal system

activity (57). The above-mentioned enhancement targets could be

pursued by implementing a gamified dual sensor neurofeedback

protocol with bilateral frontal montage in F3 and F4 electrode

positions (39, 42), rewarding a balanced coherent EEG activity

between left/right areas (electrophysiological measure for

feedback management: alpha band coherence over F3/4 electrode
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sites). Reward thresholds should be calibrated on the practicer’s

electrophysiological response profile in the alpha EEG band after

a preliminary psychophysiological assessment including, as

example of metrics, log-transformed alpha asymmetry at rest,

individual alpha peak frequency, and bilateral prefrontal alpha

coherence at rest. Then, the training schedule could be devised

so to include a first part aimed at improving self-monitoring and

modulation of asymmetrical prefrontal activations at rest

(intensive training: three sessions a week) and a second part

where the practicer is asked to exercise while being presented

with emotional stimuli (paying, in this case, peculiar attention to

negative ones), gradually reducing the frequency of weekly

sessions from two to one but implementing the practice with

metacognitive and self-awareness exercises (e.g., journaling, self-

observation) to be performed autonomously and discussed in at

the weekly appointments. Such kind of intervention protocols

aims at training the practicer ability to recognize the mindset

associated to altered affective reactivity and then activate

conscious appraisal processes and self-regulation mechanisms to

modulate dysfunctionally enhanced activity of the left prefrontal

system over the right one. In order to consolidate learning

outcomes and foster self-regulation/efficacy skills, combining the

neurofeedback protocol with simple parallel self/bodily-awareness

and metacognitive exercises is advisable.
4. Conclusions

Since initial applications of the neurofeedback technique in

experimental and clinical context (58–60), its application have

extended, among other conditions, to anxiety disorders, autism

spectrum disorders, addiction, re-education following brain injury,

and impairment of affective regulation. The latest extensive

critical reviews of the empirical evidence on the efficacy of

neurofeedback interventions have highlighted how the technique

might be effective in increasing emotion regulation even in

childhood/adolescence, although further systematic research is

needed to properly assess the extent and limits of the potential of

this intervention technique with paediatric users (see 61, 62).

More recently, however, research has begun to show interesting

results with respect to the enhancement of stress management and

affective regulation when using an integrated approach that

combines neurofeedback technique with mental training based

on mindfulness approach and body awareness (37, 38, 63–67). In

fact, a growing literature has reported how supporting

mindfulness-based training with neurofeedback systems—able to

foster awareness of physiological changes that accompany the

practice—allows improving attention and emotional regulation

skills, as mirrored by decreased levels of anxiety and perceived

stress, increased mental energy, and optimization of the use of

cognitive resources, via intensive protocols in young adults.

Therefore, it is necessary to consider the role that the

neurofeedback technique assumes in the patient’s ability to
Frontiers in Rehabilitation Sciences 05
develop a greater awareness of his own affective and interoceptive

correlates, as a discriminating element for the ability to understand

his/her own emotional states and modulate them, especially in

conditions of emotional dysregulation. Building on available

evidence, we suggest that the efficacy of combined mindfulness-

neurofeedback protocols in atypically developing children and

adolescents presenting affective regulation impairments (including,

but not limited to, functional neurological symptom disorders

such as psychogenic pseudosyncope) could be worth of systematic

empirical testing, so to properly assess their potential with such

populations and for such therapeutic challenges over a priori

expectations. Such neurocognitive enhancement protocols, given

their sustainable nature and due to their easy integration with

other complementing neurorehabilitation interventions, might be a

promising supportive therapy.

To sum up, yet immature affective regulation strategies in

adolescence, together with still evolving higher-order cognitive,

self-awareness, and emotion appraisal skills, makes the impact of

distressing and/or traumatic events in this period a substantial

risk factor for psychopathology and atypical development, with

both neurocognitive and psychiatric sequelae that should become

targets for personalized rehabilitation interventions.
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